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Accenture to acquire BRIDGEi2i

This fortnight in technology…

Source: Press release, news reports, Capital IQ

Overview:

▪ On 11 October 2021, Accenture announced the acquisition of BRIDGEi2i, a Bangalore-headquartered data analytics and AI company.

▪ The acquisition scales the global capabilities of Accenture’s Applied Intelligence practice with the addition of over 800 experts of data science, machine learning 

and AI domains.

▪ Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

About Accenture:

▪ Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range of services and solutions in strategy, consulting, digital, technology and 

operations. It has 624,000 employees serving clients in more than 120 countries across more than 40 industries. 

▪ Accenture Applied Intelligence practice has more than 40,000 employees globally, majority of which are data scientists, machine learning experts and visual 

storytellers based in India.

About BRIDGEi2i:

▪ Founded in 2011, BRIDGEi2i is a data analytics and AI company. It provides digital transformation services to companies by combining its data engineering and 

advanced analytics capabilities with its proprietary AI accelerators.

▪ It serves companies in the technology, consumer goods, financial services and insurance sectors. 

▪ The company has over 800 employees.

▪ Headquartered in Bangalore, India, BRIDGEi2i has additional offices in US and Australia.

Rationale of the transaction:

▪ AI has emerged as a key enabler for digital transformation in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic as enterprises ramp up investments in emerging technologies to 

refocus on growth and tackle disruptions.

▪ Accenture has been growing its analytics and AI capabilities through acquisitions to deliver more value to its clients through data-driven digital transformation.

▪ The acquisition of BRIDGEi2i follows Accenture’s recent purchases of Mudano in UK, Byte Prophecy in India, Sentelis in France and End-to-End Analytics & Core 

Compete in US to grow the global footprint and capabilities of its Applied Intelligence practice.

▪ BRIDGEi2i also adds its proprietary AI accelerators to Accenture’s offerings which will help its customers in their agility to generate insights and take more 

accurate decisions.
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Recent news excerpts – Company specific

Source: News reports

Palo Alto Networks sets up new cloud location in India – Economic Times

Oct 14, 2021 – Global cybersecurity firm Palo Alto Networks on Thursday unveiled its new India multi-cloud location dedicated to serving local and regional customers. The

new cloud location underlines India’s importance in Palo Alto Networks’ global strategy and commitment to the country. “Investing in local cloud infrastructure is part of Palo

Alto Networks continued commitment to customers around the world, wherever their data resides. India was chosen not only because of the country’s mature cloud market

and reliable infrastructure but also for accelerated digital transformation imposed by the pandemic,” said Anil Valluri, regional vice president, India and SAARC at Palo Alto

Networks. “With the Government’s Digital India initiative, this new cloud location is a step forward towards a safer and secure tomorrow, while also addressing data residency

and privacy needs,” he added.

TCS BaNCS™marketplace launched to help financial services companies accelerate innovation with partner ecosystem – Press Release

Oct 14, 2021 – TCS announced the launch of the enhanced TCS BaNCS™ Marketplace, an innovation hub for customers to collaborate and adopt cutting-edge partner

solutions compatible with the TCS BaNCS suite, spanning banking, capital markets, and insurance domains. Financial institutions are increasingly partnering with TCS to

accelerate their innovation and to leverage a larger co-innovation ecosystem curated by TCS. The TCS BaNCS Marketplace offers them a rich ecosystem of solutions and

APIs from fintechs, insurtechs, risktechs, regtechs and other innovators. More than 100 partners are already part of the TCS BaNCS Marketplace. Of these, 50% are in

different stages of monetization and 25% of the partner solutions have already been deployed at customer organizations. To be hosted on the Marketplace, partners go

through a process of curation to determine their strategic relevance to customers and complementarity with the TCS BaNCS product roadmap.

Wipro crosses $10bn annualized revenue run rate milestone in Q2 – Economic Times

Oct 13, 2021 – India's third largest IT services provider by market cap, Wipro said that it surpassed the $10bn in annualized revenue run rate milestone in the second quarter

of the current fiscal, with $2.4bn in revenues being added just in the last 12 months. “We've experienced secular growth across all markets across all sectors and global

business lines. Our recent acquisitions too have performed ahead of expectations,” said Thierry Delaporte, CEO of Wipro. The company grew by 4.6% sequentially on a

constant currency basis in the second quarter, its second consecutive quarter of over 4.5% growth in constant currency terms”, Delaporte said. Wipro has forecast to grow

between 2-4% sequentially and 27-30% on a year-on-year basis in the range of $2.63 to $2.68bn in the quarter ending December 31. The company said that its annual

contract value was up 28% and it signed nine large deals of a total contract value of $580m in the quarter.

Citrix and Google Cloud team to deliver future of hybrid work – Press Release

Oct 12, 2021 – Citrix Systems and Google Cloud are expanding their strategic partnership to deliver the future of hybrid work for enterprise customers. The companies

announced a new collaboration which will include Citrix launching a new Desktop-as-a-Service (DaaS) offering on Google Cloud. The service will leverage Citrix’s

management plane and market-leading HDX protocol to enable seamless delivery of virtualized applications and desktops on Google Cloud. The expanded partnership will

empower distributed and hybrid workers to securely access the tools and information they need to engage and be productive, wherever they happen to be. Citrix will build a

foundation of their cloud services on Google Cloud, starting with a Citrix purpose-built management plane that will enable cloud hosted desktops to stream any application on

any end point device.

Persistent Systems extends ESOP plan to 80% of global staff – Economic Times

Oct 11, 2021 – Persistent Systems has extended its employee stock ownership plan (ESOPs) to a large section of its global team. About 80% of employees are expected to

be covered under this plan. The ESOP plan will provide Persistent Systems’ employees the opportunity to participate in the value created for our shareholders as co-owners of

the company, CEO Sandeep Kalra said. “We are confident that this gesture will further our employees’ commitment to the organization's success and be value-accretive in the

long term for our stakeholders.” The ESOP plan will increase the company’s expenses by 70-80 basis points which it said will be offset by business growth over time.
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Recent news excerpts – Company specific (cont’d)

Source: News reports

HCL partners with Google Cloud to launch innovative healthcare & life sciences solutions – Press Release

Oct 11, 2021 ─ HCL Technologies has expanded its strategic partnership with Google Cloud to jointly launch healthcare and life sciences solutions for customers. This

partnership will deliver the best of HCL and Google Cloud’s deep health care and life sciences domain capabilities and investments through co-innovation and address the

shifts in the industry. HCL will establish a joint center of excellence (CoE) for Google Cloud with industry subject matter experts and Google Cloud-certified ideapreneurs to

deliver solutions for payer, provider, MedTech and biopharma customers. HCL’s Google Cloud Native Labs will help accelerate these solutions with Google Cloud support,

which is positioned to deliver solutions through its native data and AI offerings and its security capabilities across the healthcare and life sciences value chain. HCL’s CoE will

develop solutions that address critical industry issues, such as interoperability, data governance and security, while delivering a superior customer experience.

Oracle, Telecom Italia and Noovle announce joint plan to offer multi-cloud services in Italy – Press Release

Oct 08, 2021 ─ Oracle, Telecom Italia (TIM) and Noovle, TIM Group’s cloud company, announced that they have signed a collaboration agreement as part of a plan to offer

multi-cloud services for enterprises and public sector organizations in Italy. Under the agreement, TIM Group plans to utilize advanced cloud infrastructure technologies to

support its goal of advancing Italy’s digital modernization and establishing its position, through Noovle, as the market reference point for enterprise multi-cloud services in the

country. The companies also announced that TIM has selected Oracle Cloud Infrastructure as part of its multi-cloud strategy to migrate the Group’s mission-critical data

management workloads to the public cloud. In addition, TIM Group has selected Oracle Fusion Cloud Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) to optimize its finance and supply

chain processes and help grow new revenue streams.

SBI deepens partnership with TCS to drive innovation and enhance customer experience – Press Release

Oct 06, 2021 ─ TCS has announced that its long-standing partnership with State Bank of India (SBI), India’s largest bank, has been extended for another five years as the

bank embarks on its next leg of growth based on the three pillars of technology, resilience and people. The extended partnership builds on a two-decades long relationship

between the two partners, that began with the implementation of the TCS BaNCS™ core banking solution in 2001, the largest such transformational program of that era. As

part of the new contract, TCS will continue to maintain and enhance SBI’s application estate around core banking, trade finance, financial reporting, and financial inclusion

with new features and functionality. This will support the bank’s ability to launch newer offerings and respond to business and regulatory changes.

VMware to step up focus on SaaS model with India as talent hub – Economic Times

Oct 06, 2021 ─ US cloud computing and virtualization technology company VMware will step up focus on the Software as a Service (SaaS) model with India being the talent

hub to enable a quick transition, its India-born chief executive Raghu Raghuram told ET. This comes as the company is gearing up to operate as an independent entity after it

was spun off from Dell. “We are ahead of the $2bn run rate. We have the largest developer base in India ahead of Palo Alto,” Raghuram said. “It is critically important for us,

the investment continues.” VMware employs over 6,000 professionals in India, a fifth of its global workforce. In comparison, it has only 5,000 employees at its headquarters in

Palo Alto. In 2018, VMware committed to invest $2bn to expand its India operations over five years. The company, which develops products, provides customer service,

internal accounts and taps local businesses, has expanded in Bengaluru, Pune and has also set up a unit in Chennai, home to the country’s SaaS products industry.

CGI awarded five-year, $100m Data Transformation task order at the Defense Intelligence Agency – Press Release

Oct 05, 2021 ─ CGI was awarded a $100m Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) Data Transformation of Foundational Military Intelligence (DTMI) task order to evolve the way

DIA processes its intelligence, military and infrastructure data. Providing analysts with optimized data to evaluate, document and integrate the agency’s Foundational Military

Intelligence (FMI), DTMI will enable everyone from U.S. warfighters to national security policymakers to make more effective, efficient and proactive decisions in a

modernized, scalable technology environment. CGI will leverage its experience in delivering innovative solutions at DIA to provide enhanced understanding of how to gather

and model FMI data to help analysts maximize foundational intelligence analysis.
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Recent news excerpts – Industry
Economic Times

Oct 15, 2021
Big four IT companies raise fresher hiring targets

India’s top four IT services companies will add more than the estimated 120,000 freshers this year, on strong demand across sectors and to offset

increased attrition rates. The big four – TCS, Infosys, Wipro and HCL – have hiked their projections for hiring of freshers from the first quarter and are

cumulatively likely to add more than 160,000 people. These companies together employ over a fourth of India’s 4.6m IT workforce. They added 1,02,517

people, both freshers as well as lateral hires, in the first six months of the year. The companies have been reporting large deal wins and a healthy deal

pipeline but are also dealing with a sharp spike in attrition rates, necessitating headcount additions.

FedTech

Magazine

Oct 07, 2021

GSA to roll out new federal cloud marketplace

The General Services Administration is on the cusp of unveiling a plan for a new government-wide framework and marketplace for cloud solutions,

designed to be a one-stop shop for agencies looking to deploy commercial SaaS, IaaS and PaaS offerings. The new GSA marketplace would provide

agencies with both post-award contract management tools and professional IT services, FCW reports. It would also serve to set a “foundational set of

requirements” to ensure government cloud services meet baseline security and adhere to guidance from the Federal Risk and Authorization Management

Program (FedRAMP), said Laura Stanton, assistant commissioner for the Office of IT Category in the GSA’s Federal Acquisition Service.

Press Release

Oct 05, 2021
India Artificial Intelligence market to reach US$7.8bn by 2025 growing at a CAGR of 20.2%: IDC

By 2025, the AI market is expected to grow at a five-year compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 20.2% and total revenues reaching an impressive

US$7.8bn in India. The businesses in India will accelerate the adoption of both AI-centric and AI non-centric applications for the next five years. Amongst

the three categories, AI software segment will dominate the market and would grow from US$2.8bn in 2020 at a CAGR of 18.1% by the end of 2025.

Organizations are leveraging multiple AI applications such as CRM, ERM and others to manage operations, scale supply chains in response to real-time

or predicted demands and many more to provide benefits for their customers, improve ROI and achieve cost savings. About 51% of organizations are

processing transactional and social media data through AI/ML solutions.

Economic Times

Oct 04, 2021
IT firms expect as much as 18.3% revenue growth in Q2

India's top tier of IT services companies are expected to post revenue growth of 4.1-7% sequentially and as much as 18.3% on a year-on-year basis in the

second quarter of the current fiscal, on the back of strong demand and steady deal closures. While some analysts have pointed out that margins would be

impacted by factors such as salary hikes, higher subcontracting costs, uptick in attrition, and higher recruitment costs for some companies including

Infosys and Wipro, others said margins could be flat for the overall industry due to normalization of wage hikes and revenue growth. Analysts have also

predicted that tier-2 IT services players will continue to have higher growth than larger players, with Emkay estimating that revenue growth could be in the

range of 1-9.2% in constant currency terms sequentially, while Motilal Oswal has said that this growth could be between 4.9% and 10.5%.

Press Release

Oct 01, 2021
Cloud infrastructure spending decreased in second quarter of 2021 but is on track for growth in the full year: IDC

According to IDC, spending on compute and storage infrastructure products for cloud infrastructure, including dedicated and shared environments,

decreased 2.4% year over year in the second quarter of 2021 (2Q21) to $16.8bn. This decrease comes after six quarters of year-over-year growth, and

most notably compares to the 39.1% annual growth seen by the market in 2Q20, when the world just entered the pandemic with the first wave of business

and country closures causing a spike in investments in cloud services and infrastructure. Despite weakness in 2Q21, IDC is forecasting cloud

infrastructure spending to grow 12% to $74.3bn for 2021, while non-cloud infrastructure is expected to grow 2.7% to $58.9bn after two years of declines.

Shared cloud infrastructure is expected to grow by 11.1% year over year to $51.4bn for the full year. Spending on dedicated cloud infrastructure is

expected to grow 14.1% to $22.8bn for the full year.

Source: News reports
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Share price evolution – IT / ITeS companies
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Over the past 15 days, the valuation for mid cap increased by c.5.6% while that of  large cap Indian IT services companies decreased 

by c.0.2%. Stock price of  Mindtree rose by c.5% after the company announced that it has been selected as a strategic partner by 

Western Asset to drive their IT transformation program.

*Digital leaders comprises the average of 

EPAM Systems and Globant.

Source: Capital IQ

Note: For every parameter, we have used market capitalization of the companies in each segment 

(composition of each segment can be seen in the appendix)

Returns

Digital 

leaders

India -

Large Cap

India - Mid 

Cap Americas Europe ITeS

15 days 8.3% (0.2%) 5.6% 6.4% 5.6% 2.9%

30 days (2.8%) (3.4%) 4.5% (0.4%) (2.3%) (0.2%)

90 days 22.6% 16.4% 29.9% 7.4% 13.2% 2.0%

180 days 39.7% 21.5% 75.5% 16.0% 20.7% 11.7%

1 Year 73.9% 41.4% 141.0% 46.6% 52.0% 46.8%
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Valuation summary

EV / LTM Sales EV / LTM EBITDA

P / E (LTM) LTM EBITDA Margins

66.4x

25.6x 27.1x

11.3x
15.1x 14.6x

Digital
leaders

Indian IT -
Large Cap

Indian IT -
Mid Cap

Americas Europe ITeS

11.6x

5.5x
4.6x

1.6x 1.3x
2.3x

Digital
leaders

Indian IT -
Large cap

Indian IT -
Mid Cap

Americas Europe ITeS

16.7%

21.6%
18.3%

14.5%

9.4%

15.1%

Digital
leaders

Indian IT -
Large Cap

Indian IT -
Mid Cap

Americas Europe ITeS

87.9x

32.2x 32.2x
22.0x 24.6x 29.0x

Digital
leaders

Indian IT -
Large cap

Indian IT -
Mid Cap

Americas Europe ITeS

*Digital leaders comprises the average of EPAM Systems and Globant.

Source: Capital IQ

Note: For every parameter, we have used market capitalization of the companies in each segment 

(composition of each segment can be seen in the appendix)
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Key transactions in October
Overview Target business description Transaction rationale

Oct -21

▪ Target country – Uruguay

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2008, Overactive is a software 

development company.

▪ It provides services for design, testing, software 

engineering and data science. 

▪ Verticals: Financial, health, insurance, logistics, hi-

tech.

▪ It has over 700 employees.

▪ It is headquartered in Montevideo, Uruguay with over 

12 offices across the Americas.

▪ Overactive expands Perficient’s nearshore delivery capabilities 

in Colombia, Argentina, Uruguay and Chile.

▪ It enhances Perficient’s custom software application design, 

development, testing and support capabilities.

▪ Overactive adds strategic client relationships with several 

Fortune 1000 companies from diverse industries.

▪ It builds on the recent purchase of Talos Digital, a Columbia-

based software development company in Sep 2021.

▪ Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – Argentina

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2011, Glamit provides full commerce 

solutions to brands, primarily based in Argentina and 

Latin America.

▪ It provides services for business development, e-

shop development, marketing, customer care and 

warehousing & logistics management.

▪ Select customers: Levi’s, Fila, Rapsodia, 

Swarovski, Kosiuko, Mimo & Co, Wanama.

▪ It is based in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

▪ The acquisition of Glamit enhances Accenture’s digital 

commerce transformation capabilities in Argentina to meet the 

needs of its rapidly growing ecommerce market.

▪ It expands Accenture’s omnichannel e-commerce and marketing 

expertise.

▪ Glamit deepens Accenture’s partnerships with key commerce 

technology vendors like Magento, VTEX and Mercado Pago.

▪ Glamit’s team of c.260 employees will join Accenture Interactive 

business group.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – Canada

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2006, Ouest Business Solutions is an 

SAP consultancy firm.

▪ It provides services for SAP cloud, implementation, 

advisory, optimization, upgrades, training and 

technical support.

▪ It primarily serves utilities, mining and medium sized 

businesses based in Western Canada.

▪ It is based in Vancouver, Canada with an additional 

office in Toronto, Canada.

▪ Ouest expands Deloitte’s SAP mid-market offerings especially in 

custom SAP business solutions.

▪ It strengthens Deloitte’s presence in Western Canada by adding 

several key client relationships across the region.

▪ Ouest enhances Deloitte’s industry expertise in utilities and 

mining verticals.

▪ It adds 28 employees to Deloitte Canada’s workforce.

▪ Terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Source: Press release, news reports, Capital IQ
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Key transactions in October (cont’d)
Overview Target business description Transaction rationale

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2008, Polaris Solutions is an application 

modernization and software development company.

▪ It offers services for application modernization, agile 

implementation, DevOps and Azure cloud.

▪ It is a Microsoft Gold Partner.

▪ Select customers: Aspire Software, Clearent, 

Gallagher, Interactive Health, SpearTip, RLI.

▪ It is based in Saint Louis, MO.

▪ Polaris strengthens 3Cloud’s position as the largest Azure pure-

play services firm in US with over 300 employees.

▪ It enhances application lifecycle management and agile 

development capabilities of 3Cloud.

▪ Polaris’ team will join 3Cloud's Application Modernization & 

Development and DevOps practices.

▪ Gryphon Investors-backed 3Cloud aims to pursue opportunities 

to scale and meet the growing demand for cloud adoption in the 

US market.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – France

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2007, EVA Group is a cybersecurity firm.

▪ It provides cybersecurity consulting, audit, 

integration, expertise and training services.

▪ It has over 240 employees and 80 active clients.

▪ EVA Group expects to record c.$39m revenue in 

2021.

▪ Select customers: L'Oréal, Air Liquide, LVMH, 

Sephora, Société Générale, BNP Paribas.

▪ It is based in Paris, France with 10 offices globally.

▪ The acquisition bolsters Sopra Steria’s position in the French IT 

and data security market, propelling it as one of the top three 

players in the market.

▪ With the addition of EVA Group, Sopra Steria will be able to offer 

a more comprehensive, end-to-end range of services to bolster 

IT systems security.

▪ EVA Group brings several marquee clients to Sopra Steria.

▪ The transaction is expected to close in Q4 2021.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – India

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2011, BRIDGEi2i is an analytics and AI 

company.

▪ It provides digital transformation services to 

companies by using its data engineering and 

advanced analytics capabilities with its proprietary AI 

accelerators.

▪ The company has over 800 employees.

▪ Headquartered in Bangalore, India, BRIDGEi2i has 

additional offices in US and Australia.

▪ The acquisition expands Accenture’s global capabilities in data 

science, ML and AI.

▪ With the help of BRIDGEi2i’s proprietary AI accelerators, 

Accenture’s customers will be able to generate insights faster 

and take more accurate decisions.

▪ It bolsters Accenture’s Applied Intelligence practice with the 

addition of over 800 people.

▪ It builds on the purchases of Mudano, Byte Prophecy, Sentelis, 

End-to-End Analytics and Core Compete in the analytics & AI 

space.

Source: Press release, news reports, Capital IQ
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Key transactions in October (cont’d)
Overview Target business description Transaction rationale

Oct -21

▪ Target country – Australia

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2011, Sliced Tech is a cloud managed 

services provider.

▪ It mainly serves high-level security and compliance 

needs clients in the public sector at both federal and 

state levels.

▪ It provides services for SaaS, PaaS, consume 

computing, storage and network resources like 

WAN, LAN and wireless.

▪ It is based in Canberra, Australia.

▪ Sliced Tech enhances Deloitte’s managed services expertise 

especially in the high security public sector market.

▪ It will add 40 people to Deloitte’s cloud managed services 

business who are security-vetted in delivering services to clients 

with extremely specific compliance needs.

▪ It enhances Deloitte’s cloud service capabilities in the Canberra 

market.

▪ Deloitte plans to leverage Sliced Tech’s expertise to expand its 

service offerings in other sectors like financial sectors.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United Kingdom

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 1998, Centiq is an SAP consultancy firm.

▪ It provides consulting for migration, ECC 

modernisation, S/4HANA transformationand 

managed services.

▪ Partnerships: Microsoft, SAP, Dell, Suse, Red Hat.

▪ It has over 150 customers.

▪ It is based in Nottingham, UK with an additional 

office in Atlanta, GA.

▪ The acquisition expands SoftwareONE’s SAP services practice 

which is one of its strategic growth areas.

▪ It enhances SoftwareONE’s expertise in automation tooling for 

SAP on Azure workloads to help customers simplify their 

transition to SAP S/4HANA.

▪ It bolsters SoftwareONE’s presence in EMEA market, especially 

UK.

▪ It builds on SoftwareONE’s purchases of SE16N, ITST, ITPC, 

Optimum Consulting and BNW in the SAP consulting space.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2002, Advoco is one of the largest and 

oldest system integrators for Infor EAM.

▪ It provides services for EAM implementation, 

integration, mobility, MRO purchasing and post-

implementation consulting.

▪ It has over 100 employees.

▪ It is based in Berkeley, CA with offices in Greenville, 

SC and Syracuse, NY.

▪ Advoco expands Accenture’s capabilities in the areas of design, 

consulting and implementation of Infor EAM.

▪ Accenture plans to transform Advoco’s Greenville office, which 

houses most of its EAM professionals, into a center of 

excellence for Infor EAM delivery, industry use cases and 

intelligent asset management.

▪ Advoco’s team will join Accenture’s Industry X group.

▪ It builds on the purchases of umlaut, Electro80, Pollux, Myrtle 

and SALT Solutions to expand its Industry X capabilities.

Source: Press release, news reports, Capital IQ
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Key transactions in October (cont’d)
Overview Target business description Transaction rationale

Oct -21

▪ Target country – Argentina

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2011, Atix Labs develops blockchain-

based software solutions.

▪ It supports customers in product discovery, 

development and team augmentation.

▪ It has over 60 employees.

▪ Select customers: AB Inbev, Telefonica, Nestle, 

Honda, UNICEF, IDB, Signatura.

▪ It is based in Buenos Aires, Argentina with additional 

offices in US and Uruguay.

▪ Globant expands the offerings of its Blockchain Studio through 

Atix Labs.

▪ Atix Labs enhances Globant’s expertise for blockchain solutions 

in media & entertainment, finance, real estate, healthcare, 

finance and supply chain verticals.

▪ It will add several strong blockchain-focused partnerships to 

Globant including RSK, IOHK, Cardano Foundation and IBM.

▪ Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United Kingdom

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2009, Nintex is a workflow and process 

automation solutions provider.

▪ Its Nintex Process Platform helps customers in 

mapping, collaboration, automation and optimization 

of processes.

▪ Select customers: Microsoft, Zoom, Coca Cola, 

Astrazeneca, Nationwide, Comcast, Chevron.

▪ Backed by Thoma Bravo, Nintex is headquartered in 

Bellevue, WA with 12 additional offices worldwide.

▪ TPG will acquire majority stake in Nintex from Thoma Bravo 

which will continue to maintain a significant minority interest.

▪ Both companies will infuse growth capital into Nintex to 

accelerate growth and consolidate its leading position in the 

digital process automation industry.

▪ Nintex plans to expand its process solutions capabilities focusing 

on industry and department-specific solutions.

▪ The transaction is expected to close by the end of 2021.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 1997, Array is a digital services company 

for the Department of Defense and other public 

sector organizations.

▪ It provides software development, cloud, 

cybersecurity, data & analytics, DevSecOps, IT 

infrastructure, modernization and application 

services.

▪ It has c.275 employees.

▪ It is based in Greenbelt, MD

▪ The acquisition is in line with CGI’s ‘Build and Buy’ strategy to 

enhance its digital capabilities.

▪ Array strengthens CGI’s position as an end-to-end solutions 

provider for the public sector.

▪ It enhances CGI’s expertise in modernization, DevSecOps, 

cloud, data analytics and cybersecurity.

▪ It will add several key public sector clients including the Air Force 

and Space Command.

Source: Press release, news reports, Capital IQ
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Key transactions in October (cont’d)
Overview Target business description Transaction rationale

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2011, CloudCheckr offers an end-to-end 

cloud management platform to enterprises.

▪ Its platform provides solutions for cloud visibility, cost 

optimization, security & compliance, resource 

utilization and pricing & billing.

▪ Partnerships: AWS, Azure, Google Cloud.

▪ It has over 200 employees.

▪ It is based in Rochester, NY with 3 additional offices 

across US and UK.

▪ The acquisition expands NetApp’s FinOps offerings by 

combining Spot’s managed services with CloudChekr’s

continuous cost optimization platform.

▪ With CloudCheckr, Spot will offer a comprehensive range of cost 

visibility, analytics, management and optimization solutions.

▪ Expanding the capabilities of Spot’s portfolio has been a core 

component of NetApp’s cloud strategy.

▪ CloudCheckr builds on the purchase of Data Mechanics, a 

managed platform provider for big data processing and cloud 

analytics.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 1990, ResultsCX is a customer 

experience management solutions provider which 

helps companies reinvent their customer journey by 

leveraging data-driven insights..

▪ Backed by One Equity Partners, it also offers 

services for contact center as a service (CCaaS), 

process automation and SupportPredict digital 

engagement SaaS.

▪ It is based in Fort Lauderdale, FL with c.20,000 

employees and offices across over 30 locations.

▪ ChrysCapital plans to infuse capital to support ResultsCX’s

growth focusing on global expansion and increased investments 

in emerging technologies.

▪ ChrysCapital will also leverage its global network to support 

ResultCX in growing its AI and social media-based offerings.

▪ It aims to capitalize on the recent growth in demand for digital 

transformation services as companies look to adopt an omni-

channel service model, which heavily relies on AI and digital 

customer experience solutions.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 1988, Compudyne is a managed IT 

services provider.

▪ It provides services for IT infrastructure, cloud, 

security and managed services.

▪ Partnerships: Microsoft, Cisco, HP, VMWare, 

Veeam, Google, Arctic Wolf, WatchGuard.

▪ It is based in Duluth, MN with 5 additional offices 

across US.

▪ Frontenac plans to merge Compudyne with MyITpros, ProviDyn

and Domain Technology Partners to form Integris.

▪ Frontenac plans to build Integris into a national managed IT 

services provider for small to mid-market businesses.

▪ It provides Integris a strong customer base in the Michigan, 

Minnesota and Colorado MSP markets.

▪ John Marinac, the former CEO of Compudyne will continue to 

operate as the CTO for Integris.

Source: Press release, news reports, Capital IQ
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Key transactions in October (cont’d)
Overview Target business description Transaction rationale

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 1993, MyITpros is a managed IT 

services provider.

▪ It also provides services for hosted cloud solutions, 

server hosting, hosted desktop, application hosting, 

secure file sharing, disaster recovery, cloud security 

and co-managed IT.

▪ It has over 40 employees.

▪ It is headquartered in Austin, TX with offices in San 

Antonio, TX and Houston, TX.

▪ The acquisition is in line with Frontenac’s strategy to build a 

national managed services provider under the Integris platform 

by bringing together some of the best MSPs in the country.

▪ It provides Integris a strong foothold in the Texas MSP market 

with its vast network of SME clients.

▪ Bill McCharen, the former CEO of MyITpros will continue to 

operate as the Managing Director for the Texas locations of 

Integris.

▪ Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 1997, Domain Technology Partners is a 

managed IT services provider for SMEs across 

locations on the East Coast and Midwest.

▪ It also offers services for cloud, cybersecurity, 

compliance and digital marketing.

▪ It has over 70 employees.

▪ It is based in Cranbury, NJ with an additional office in 

New York.

▪ The acquisition deepens Domain Technology Partners’ 

partnership with Frontenac, who has been a strategic investor in 

the company since Oct-20.

▪ It helps Integris establish a strong base in New Jersey and New 

York MSP markets.

▪ Integris will be led by Rashaad Bajwa, the former CEO of 

Domain Technology Partners.

▪ Financial terms of the transaction were not disclosed.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2008, ProviDyn is a managed IT services 

provider.

▪ It provides services for managed and outsourced IT, 

cloud, managed security and backup & disaster 

recovery.

▪ Partnerships: Apple, Barracuda, Cisco, Datto, Dell, 

HP, Fortinet, IBM, Microsoft, RingCentral, VMWare.

▪ It is headquartered in Atlanta, GA.

▪ The acquisition is in line with Frontenac’s strategy to build a 

national managed services provider under the Integris offering a 

comprehensive portfolio of managed IT, cybersecurity, cloud and 

network services.

▪ It helps Integris build a strong footprint in the Georgia MSP 

market.

▪ Hamish Davidson, the former CEO of ProviDyn will continue to 

operate as the Managing Director for the Georgia location of 

Integris.

Source: Press release, news reports, Capital IQ
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Key transactions in October (cont’d)
Overview Target business description Transaction rationale

Oct -21

▪ Target country – Germany

▪ Deal size – $8m

▪ EV / Sales – 0.7x

▪ Founded in 2013, Beris Consulting is an IT 

consulting firm, primarily working with enterprises in 

the automotive sector.

▪ It provides services for software development, test & 

quality management, digitalization, business 

intelligence, mobility & app development and 

security.

▪ It has over 125 employees.

▪ It is based in Wolfsburg, Germany.

▪ The acquisition expands Tech Mahindra’s capabilities in the IT 

and application domain for the automotive sector.

▪ It expands Tech Mahindra’s expertise in EVs, sharing & mobility.

▪ With Beris Consulting’s expertise and client relationships, Tech 

Mahindra plans to target the CX-aftermarket business area for IT 

applications digitization in the German market.

▪ The transaction will be completed at an enterprise value of $8m, 

representing an EV / Sales multiple of c.0.7x based on 2020 

financials.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United States

▪ Deal size – NA

▪ EV / Sales – NA

▪ Founded in 2005, StreamWeaver is an AIOps and 

cloud migration company.

▪ Its AIOps platform offers full-stack, enterprise-wide 

visibility with plug-and-play data streaming helping 

companies reduce the cost of integration.

▪ Select Customers: CVS Health, Humana, EY, 

Macy’s, DirecTV, IBM, CA Technologies.

▪ It is headquartered in New York, NY.

▪ StreamWeaver’s broad set of out-of-the-box data integrations 

built on a complementary, modern microservices-based 

architecture enhance BMC Software’s AIOps capabilities.

▪ It will allow customers to apply BMC’s advanced analytics 

capabilities to data from various tools & technologies and 

seamlessly integrate it into the BMC Helix Platform.

▪ It will also help BMC Software’s customers reduce integration 

costs with plug-and-play capabilities for observability by 

connecting data from several IT tools in real time.

Oct -21

▪ Target country – United Kingdom

▪ Deal size – $84m

▪ EV / Sales – 0.9x

▪ Founded in 1984, Capita offers software and digital 

services.

▪ Capita’s Secure Solutions and Services (SSS) 

business provides software and solutions to the 

emergency services and justice sectors.

▪ Its solutions are used by 150 customers including 

public safety agencies in 15 countries.

▪ It recorded $98m revenue in 2020.

▪ It is headquartered in London, UK.

▪ Capita’s SSS business complements NEC’s emergency 

solutions and services portfolio, which is used by several public 

safety agencies including the UK police forces.

▪ It is in line with Capita’s strategy to dispose off the company’s 

non-core businesses and strengthen its balance sheet.

▪ The transaction will be completed at an enterprise value of 

$84m, representing an EV / Sales multiple of c.0.9x and EV / 

EBITDA multiple of c.7.7x based on 2020 financials.

▪ The deal is expected to close by the end of 2021.

Source: Press release, news reports, Capital IQ
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Market valuation

Source: Capital IQ
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Market valuation (cont’d)

Source: Capital IQ
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Contact us

UNITED STATES

208 Hudson Street

Cornwall – on – Hudson, NY 12520

Tel: +1 845 534 0601

INDIA

761 Urban Vault, 1st Floor

19th Main Road | Sector – 2, HSR Layout

Bengaluru – 560102 | India

Tel: +91 750 605 0997

www.cginy.com info@cginy.com

ABOUT US

Founded in 1987, The Chesapeake Group is an independent financial advisory company with over 30 years of

history in helping clients – from venture stage to large corporations – achieve their corporate development goals. We

are focused on the Technology and Software services sector with significant experience in cross – border

transactions. Since our inception, we have advised numerous companies on mergers and acquisitions, capital

raising, recapitalization, and strategic alliances. Headquartered in New York, with an additional office in Bangalore.

Team of 10 professionals with an average experience of more than 30 years.

http://www.cginy.com/
mailto:info@cginy.com

